
OUDE MEESTER SOUVEREIN 18 YEAR OLD FACTSHEET:
OUDE MEESTER

 SOUVEREIN 18 YEAR OLD

BACKGROUND:
Launched in May 2009, 337 years after brandy was first made in South Africa, 
Oude Meester Souverein is the pinnacle of the Oude Meester range. 
Small wonder it was named after the Dutch word for ‘ruler’ or ‘sovereign’.
Symbolising the brandy maker’s endless strive for faultless quality, Souverein 
also brings to mind the sovereign gold coin, which remains sought after by 
collectors worldwide. Oude Meester Souverein is crafted for the modern master 
who can take time to reflect and reward himself. This fine brandy is distilled in 
Savalle potstills – making it rich in texture with a distinctively layered flavour 
and a pure finish of the smoothest velvet. Embodying a proud tradition of quality 
and the fulfilment of years of dedication, Oude Meester Souverein is a luxurious 
and polished collector’s potstill brandy. 

CHARACTER: 
Oude Meester Souverein 18 Year Old is a perfectly pure brandy with a distinctly 
layered flavour. It is masterfully distilled to the highest standard in Savalle copper 
potstills and matured for eighteen years. An elegant potstill with both gravitas and 
vivacity; Souverein starts with a beguiling softness, but then its multi-faceted nuances 
demand your fullest attention as they suffuse the mouth and saturate the palate 
in a very complete and satisfying way.

TASTE PROFILE:
Colour: Auburn amber. 
Nose: Intriguing and deeply complex with layers of ginger, mocha coffee, 
strawberry jam and vanilla. 
Taste: Lingering flavours reminiscent of almonds with nuances of ginger and chocolate 
following through onto a warm, mouth-filling palette. 
Serving suggestion: In order to appreciate the outstanding quality of Oude Meester 
Reserve 18 Year Old, connoisseurs prefer it neat or with a little ice.

POSITIONING: 
Oude Meester Souverein is a superbly matured 18 year old brandy, highly respected 
for its purity and excellence. Internationally acclaimed brandy masters artfully created 
this indulgent secret to be shared by distinguished men who have truly mastered their 
destinies and desire the best life has to offer. 

TARGET MARKET:
Highly successful and discerning connoisseurs. They drink for personal enjoyment and 
only the world’s best will do. A drink with close friends is the opportunity to toast their 
shared success and reflect on how they have mastered their destinies.


